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Update: Some Hip Hop blogs are reporting that Death of Escobar was in fact shelved due to hip-hop record execs being worried about Nas. Whether this is true or not, it certainly doesn't hurt the album's street cred to have one of hip-hop's "big three" not only release an unreleased album, but one actually called Death of
Escobar. Nas's growth from Street Disciple has been ridiculously impressive. I don't know what he'll release next, but I know it'll be epic. Update: Okay so Nas has finally released it and the word is that Nas turned out to be a hit on Broadway. I guess you could say it's his second time breaking the mold, or third time if you count

the Broadway show. I think it's a good thing that Nas keeps evolving, growing and changing. This is the real thing. No more pretty boys and jerk rappers. This is real. Finally Nas is talking Hip Hop. Nas is a man and a legend. And ya know what? he still has the best album of the year. The reluctant superstar comes out with a
16-song opus known as No I.D. (Jerome, where you at?), after a decade of court battles with his label and the rapper's repeated non-participation in the making of his fifth studio album. The most controversial collection of music Nas has ever released, No I.D. is a display of the notorious rapper's music and life, as well as being

his most personal album yet. It also proves that he has the best supporting cast of musical talent he has ever had, with the likes of Busta Rhymes, Ghostface Killah, Big Boi, T.I., Ludacris, The Game, The Alchemist, Pharoahe Monch, and Erykah Badu just to name a few.
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Albums will never be easy for Nas, he still can't write an album as consistently as he can write a verse. While he's a decent rapper and he created Illmatic and has managed to pull in a wide audience, that wasn't a consistent endeavor. For Nas its been a long time since Illmatic has been the album that changes lives. He's been a
member of the wrong crowd. He's spent a lot of money and lost a lot of money. He's been released. He's been put in prison. After Nas produced Illmatic, he was in the midst of a constant game of catchup. Work from the EP/album was also leaked with the album and via the internet, it was circulated much in the same way that

the 1998 Rip Slyme s Champion Sounds, the most famous album of all leaked. It has since been pulled from the internet. Listening to a Nas bootleg, you can hear it he may have been recording around 1999. Some of the tracks are un-mastered, especially at the end of the album, while others have been mixed from factory,
minus the post-production touch. Its also interesting that Nas still has track titles and the title of the album on the cover, although its long since over two decades old. Its also interesting to hear that he still knew the potential of the internet, as he was sampling the same Nasir pop hit The Game (which failed to make the charts

in 2004) over the album version. Although something of a statement as Nas has had track after track of his, D.O.E is the only original, original Nas album. Its been twenty years since Nas released the album, and it still holds up well as everything has to. The beats are a solid group of tracks, though, and change up the usual path
of Hip Hop, especially for a lyrical rapper at this time. He is undoubtedly an alter-ego, but that doesnt mean he shouldnt be covered. The album still sounds strong, despite the mid-to-late stage of his life and the struggles of his career. He also stills has the street feel of the cities and slums he was born and raised in and theres a

cynical tone to the opener, It Aint Safe Around U, with his cynicism that he puts into his albums and tracks. 5ec8ef588b
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